
                   
 

   

SS 6 

Date :  26.01.2018 
Day : 2 Flash N° : 26 
Special Stage :  VITROLLES - OZE Distance : 26,72 km 
Weather : Light rain, 9°C 
Road conditions :  Road partly slippery  
 
 
 
1. OGIER / INGRASSIA  
« A little concerned about managing my tyres this weekend. » 4 Michelin Pilot Sport Super Soft + 2 Soft 
 
2. EVANS / BARRITT 
« The stage was full damp for us everywhere, dry as we expected. Not ideal for us. » 4 Michelin Pilot Sport 
Super Soft + 2 Soft 
 
3. BOUFFIER / DEGOUT 
« Very difficult conditions, but more fun. Things are tricky and we have to be more concentrated. » 4 
Michelin Pilot Sport Super Soft + 2 Soft 
 
5. NEUVILLE / GILSOUL 
Two-tenths slower than Ogier. 4 Michelin Pilot Sport Super Soft + 2 Soft 
 
6. SORDO / DEL BARRIO 
« Now it's really raining and in this mix of tyres I had to take it a little bit careful.» 4 Michelin Pilot Sport Super 
Soft + 2 Soft 
 
7. LATVALA / ANTTILA 
« Feeling better than this morning. I'm a bit happier with the car. In some places the rain has made it very 
slippery, in others it is still dry. It's 50/50. You need a bit of margin. » 4 Michelin Pilot Sport Super Soft + 1 
Soft 
 
8. TANAK / JARVEOJA 
The Estonian quickest, 6.5sec up on Ogier. 5 Michelin Pilot Sport Super Soft 
 
9. LAPPI / FERM 
« We got a taste of this one earlier and my gravel crew did a good job, so it wasn't so bad. For me, it felt 
okay » 5 Michelin Pilot Sport Super Soft 
 
10. MEEKE / NAGLE 
« There's mud on the road but not enough rain to wash it away » 6 Michelin Pilot Sport Super Soft 
 
11. BREEN / MARTIN 
« The car feels better but it's incredibly tricky. I didn't get a clean run earlier here, but this was not so bad. » 
6 Michelin Pilot Sport Super Soft 
 



                   
 

   

ES 6 

Date :  26.01.2018 
Day : 2 Flash N° : 27 
Special Stage :  VITROLLES – OZE 2 Distance : 26,72 km 
Weather : Light rain - 9°C 
Road Conditions :  Slippery road all along the stage 
 
 
 
  
31. CAMILLI / VEILLAS  
Spin. Stopped at kilometer 3.5. Retired for this day. 
 
111. OBERTI / ESCARTEFIGUE  
Still at Service so couldn’t join the stage. 
 
87. POIZOT / GRAND  
Left road with a hit at kilometer 4.5. 
 
74. GIORDANO / LANDAIS  
“We had fun, the crowd was thrilled with four snow tyres under the rain.” 
 
72. BURRI / LEVRATTI  
“Our tyres weren’t adapted to this amount of rain”. 
 
35. DE MEVIUS / LOUKA  
“A lot of rain, really too much rain.” 
 
33. SUNINEN / MARKKULA  
“Left road, the car was stuck in a ditch, no one was harmed.” 
 
25. NUCITA / VOZZO  
“Flat left rear tyre, plus a bad noise with the engine” 
 
23 CIAMIN / DE LA HAYE  
“Very slippery, but we were able to catch up the number 25 who was ahead of us” 
 
63. FRANCESCHI / COURBON  
“Very hard to find grip with our tyres”. 
 
18. VILLA / MICHI  
“Flat tyre at the start of the stage, we decided to drive like that which made us lose 4 minutes” 
 
95. LATIL / NESTA  
“Driving was very good, we won 20 seconds against this morning”. 
 
84. VUISTINER / KUMMER  
“I like these road conditions, it’s terrifying but I enjoy it” 
 
85. RAGEAU / RAGEAU  
“The car often stall. It’s tricky because we constantly have to keep the engine reeving” 



                   
 

   

ES 6 

Date :  26.01.2018 
Day : 2 Flash N° : 28 
Special Stage :  VITROLLES – OZE 2 Distance : 26,72 km 
Weather : Light rain - 9°C 
Road Conditions :  Slippery road all along the stage 
 
 
91. CAPANNA / DOUSSAN  
“We really need to be good with these conditions to stay on the road” 
 
114. STUDER / STUDER  
“I’m not used to practice the road with these conditions, I even have trouble to see the road”. 
 
119. BERARD / BERNABO  
“It is becoming an earth rally” 
 
103. JAUSSAUD / JAUSSAUD  
“So much rocks on the road that sometimes you can’t avoid and we still afraid of getting a flat tyre”. 
 
93. BAFFOUN / YONNET  
“Left road, the car was stuck in a ditch, no one was harmed. By catching up my competitor, I went straight 
off. It makes publicity for my sponsor”” 
 
113. FORTUNATO / NETO  
“Engine problem which won’t reeve above 6000 rpm.” 
 
116. MARTINI / PENGIAL  
“We are being on the defensive, we see traps everywhere so we aren’t moving forward”. 
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